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Introduotlon
The present study nas concerned with the role of atlaulus generall-
eation in the explanation of reaponaes to atirmili of projectire tests,
specifically of responses to stirmli of the Rorschach. The general
rationale for the study is erenplified by Auld» s statement that, '*Be-
harior theory comprises our beat set of facts and principles about hu»
nan behavior and the principle of stiraulua generalization from an •ori-
gin situation* is basic to the explanation of the occurrence of re*
sponses to both projeotiye test and criterion situations^ (Auld, 1954,
p. 421) # A more specific rationale is provided by Goss and Brownell
who hypothesine thatt
Once a complex stiitulus or soiae detail thereof is attended to,
previously reinforced responses to that particular stimulus or
similar test or extra test stiauli can be expected to occur*
Psychodi^ma arrangenents, various features of theraatic apper-
ception pictures, doll play naterials, and inkblots can be con-
ceived to be of varying degrees of siriilarity along one or more
physical dimensions to extratest atinwli to which S^s have pre-
viously responded. Therefore, previously learned Fesponses
should' be elicited with strengths wliich are direct functions of
such similarity and of strengths of associations between responses
and extratest stlrnuli (Goss and Brownoll, 1957, p* 511)
•
The generalitation of responses to visual, auditor^^, and tactile
stiBwli, which have been varied along single and multiple dimensions,
has been demonstrated in a variety of learning situations with many
different responses of rats, dogs, humans of different ages and other
organisms (Hull, 1950| liiedniok and Freedraan, 1960| Moylan, 1957), Such
sgeneral!eation has also been demonstrated with different types of
visual forras of varying degrees of complexity (Hull, 1950| ?.1ednlek and
Freedinan, 1960, ?toylan, 1957). However, only Aloylan txas demonstrated
the generalisation of a response from training stimuli to a stiimilus
similar to one of the Rorsohaoh inkblots. He first conditioned a
nonsense- syllable response to silhouettes of a bat or of a bird to low
or to high levels of aaaooiation strength after which test stimuli
w»re Introduced, one of which was a solid blaok version of Card V of
the Rorschach, On the first test trial, frequencies and speeds of the
nonsense- syllable response declined from training to test stimuli only
slightly and not signifioantlyj thus there was almost complete general-
itation of the nonsense syllable response from the training stimuli to
the modified Rorsohaoh stimulus. Falling gradients of response speeds
appeared on the second and third trials with the gradient for high asso-
ciation strength lying significantly above the gradient for low associa-
tion strength. These gradients, however, were attributed to the imme-
diate effects of decreasing similarity of stimuli produced by postural
and other responses. In turn, the changes in these responses were pre-
mamd to be greater with decreasing similarity of training aiid test
stimuli and for low than for high association strengths.
Moylan's flat gradient for the first test trial was interpreted as
indioatlng that when both external and response-produced stimuli of the
training and first test trial were the same, responses generalized from
training stimuli to the solid blaok Card V without significant decre-
ments in strength. The stimulus generalisation which Goss and Brownell
fhav« postulated, hoTreTer, Ig from training situation, in which not only
th« training stimuli but also the external and response-produced stim-
uli are different from those of the test situations in which responses
to Rorschach stinuli oocur. Thus, while responses may generalise from
training to test stimuli when the external and response-produced stim-
uli of the training and test situation^! are the same, conceivably such
generalisations would not oocur when the external and response-produced
stiinuli of the test situations also differ from those of the training
situations. The objective of this study was, therefore, to determine
whether a response would generalize from a training stimulus to both Card
V of the Rortohaoh and to Moylan* s solid black version of that card when
the external and response-produced stinaili of the test situation also
differ from those of the training situation. Should such generalisation
ooour, Goss and Bro«nell*s stiaulus generalisation hypothesis of the origin
of many responses to Rorscliaoh etiiaili would receive even stronger support
than that offered by Moylan*s findings.
4Eacperimentftl dealgn » As shovm in Table 1, the training phase for
the experimental groups involved strengthening of speeds of responses
of "bat" or "v©c" to the ooourrenoe of a silhouette of a bat. General-
isation of the two responses was tested by presenting the training
stimulus Itself, 'vloylan' s Card V, and Card V of the Korsohach under
conditions similar to those of the oonventional administration of the
Rorschaoh test*
The "bat** response was used to obtain information on the generally
sation of a familiar response which, because of f>s* previous experience
in labeling siaiilar stimuli as a "bat," was expected to have some ini-
tial association with the silhouette. The "veo" response was less fan>-
iliar and had no previous association with the silhouette or similar
stimuli. This response was included to obtain information on the general-
isation of a response which had no initial association with the silhou-
ette and which, in toth training and test phases, presujmably had to oomr
pete witl:i "bat," "bird," and other responses which might have general-
ised from social stimuli to both the training stimulus and test stimuli.
the test situation differed from the training situation with re-
spect to the features of the room in which generalisation was tested,
the appoaranoe of the Rorschach cards preceding the generalisation stim-
uli, and the stimuli produced by responses to the four Rorschach cards
as opposed to those produced by the "bat" or "vec" training responses.
9Table 1
Sunnaary of Experimental Design
Training Stimuli for Test of Generalisation
Stimulus Response
Bat
Silhouette
Itoylan* s
Solid Blaok
Card V
Card V
of the"
Rorschach
Bat
Silhouette
"Bat" SO* 20 SO
Bat
Silhouette
"Veo" 10 20 so
¥ihit«
Circle
"Bat" 10 10 10
1!hlte
Circle
"Vec" 10 10 10
BFumber of in each group of the test for generalization
6For th« conditions in yihich the training and test stimuli were the same,
only the situational and response-produoed stimli of the training and
test phases presumably differed* For the conditions with Moylan's Card
V or Card V of the Porschaoh, the teat stimuli ae well as the situational
and reaponse-proauced stinaali presumably differed from those of the
training phase
»
The control c^oup, in iFiiich there Tvas no experliaental exposure
to the bat silhouette, served as a baseline for any occurrences of
"bat** responses to test sticnili due to .generalizations based on pre-
oxperimentally established associations between mrioun social stirtuli
and that response*
The Ss of this group were divided into two si^hg^roups* Tlie train-
ing phase for these groups involved the strengthening of '^bat" or '^vec"
responses to a white circle • By means of this control, all factors in
the training: phsse, except the association of '•bat* or "veo** to the sil-
houette would be ii^e same for both experimental and control groups#
Stimuli and re«tronses # For the experimental groups, the stimlus
of "Hie training phase was a black silhouette of a bat with outspread
winga on a white backgrounds This figure was approximately the sise of
the inkblot on Card V of the Rorschach* The miite circle stimulus for
the control subgroups vmB 2 in. in diameter; the background was black*
For both experimental and control groups the stimuli for the test
of generaliaation were the bat silhor^etto, the inkblot of Card V, and
Moylan's solid black version of that inkblot* Ratings of Moylan's
7judges established that the latter stimulus was on a continuum of de-
creasing similarity to the bat silhouette, Because Card V of the Ror^
sohaoh was shaded, this stimulus was considered no more similar and
perhaps less similar to the training stimulus than the solid black ver-
sion. The first four cards of the Rorschach were also used, "Bat"
and %ec," as noted above, were the responses.
Apparatus and rooms
. During the training phase, the bat silhou-
ette was presented by means of a taohisto scope into irtiioh Ss looked
continuously. The intervals between presentations of the stinulus and
the beginning of s response of "baf* or "veo" were timed by an elec-
tronic timer (Hunter Klookounter) and a Vvichita voice key. Activation
of the voice key by the beginning of Ss* responses stopped the timer
and turned off the light in the tachistoscope.
The inteinrals between successive presentations of the stisulus
involved repititlons of the randomly determined sequence of 10, 20, 15,
20, 15, and 10 sec, Tiiese intervals and the presentation of the stimu-
lus were controlled mechanically by a series of cams and a micro- switch.
The cams were out at three different distances along the edge of a
circular metal disc. The disc was rotated by a one r,p,m. electric
motor so that the cams activated a micro-switch at Intervals of 10, 15,
or 20 sec. In turn, the micro-switch turned on the light which pre-
sented the stimulus.
The room in which the tachistoscope was placed mis lit by a small
lamp in the comer which threw enough light so tloat Sb could get to the
8taohistosoope and ieat themaelves without trouble. An electric fan,
KAiioh ran continuouily, maslwd noi§©s from the mioro-avitch and the
voice key in the adjacent room.
The te«t phase was carried out in an adjacent room -where E and S
were seated on opposite sides of a desk positioned in about the middle
of tlie room. In order to assure uniform presentation of the four Ror-
schach cards, and of the test stimuli which succeeded them, each was
placed from above onto a small wooden stand. The cards rested on the
upper surface of the stand which was approxiaately 45® fron the verti-
cal. A micro-switch protruded from an opening in the middle of the
upper surface so that when the card came to rest on the surface the
micro-switch was activated. Activation of the mioro-switoh started
the timer -wdiich was stopped i^en s response activated the voioe key.
Procedure for training, lith the same E present in botii the
training and test phases or even associated with those phases it seemed
possible that Ss might have "hunches" that the seme responses ("be.t" or
"vec") were to be given in both situations. In order to reduce the
likelihood of such response-mediated generalization, the Ss did not see
E until they had left the room in tdiioh the training phase was admin-
istered and were leaving what they had been told was a finished experi-
ment*
This was accomplished by guiding S^s to the room of the training
phase by means of a series of signs and a light and, following their
entry into the room for the training phase, by directing and instructing
•St "by means of tape-recorded directions. 'Specifically, as Ss approached
the area of the training phase room, they encountered signs which gave
the identifying label (WS»l) of the experiment and led them in the proper
direction. Upon reaching and turning the corner into the hall-way along
vftiioh the room -ms located^ 3 a enoountered a set of instinotiona which
told thea t;^at, upon a red light over the door of the room go
on, they were to enter, seat thomselvea, and await further instructs ons.
Onoe Ss were seated in front of the taohistoscope, further instructions
were piped into the room "by a loudspeaker. Appropriate instructions for
eaoh condition (see Appendix) had been recorded in a woman's voice.
They were played from a tape recorder in the teat room. These instruc-
tions were turned on wlaon looking through a one-way vision screen,
saw tlmt an S was seated in front of the taohisto scope.
Following the instructions S» learned either '•bat" or "Vec" as a
response to either the bat silhouette or white circle to asymptotic re-
sponse latencies. Asymptotic latencies were defined as five successive
responses all within a range of 0.50 sec. and with a difference between
the first and the last of those latencies of no more than 0,25 sec.
When Ss had reached asymptotic latencies, the experiment was terminated
by the sounding of a loud buster which, they had been instructed,
would
be the signal that they had completed the experiment and could
leave.
During this phase, E sat in the adjacent test room where he recorded
response latencies and nanually reset the timer and voice
key after
each trial.
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ProoodTire for testing
. After S_b had left the training room and
had walked out to the end of the hallimy, tl'iey were approached by E
and asked if they oould spare five minutes more to sei^ve on an experi-
ment he ^8 oonduoting In the test room and for irhioh Ss were needed*
They iwre then taken to the adjacent room and seated, \lihile E T»ag pre-
paring the apparatus for the test phase, he explained that the experi-
ment in -whioh S_ had just served was being run by another student who
had arranged things automatically so that she oould be away from the
department and run S^s at the saras time. The £s were given essentially
standard instruotions for the Rorschach (see Appendix), They were then
shown the first four Inkblots of the Rorschach in their regular order.
All four Inkblots were achromatio, the red parts of Cards II and III
having been photographically reproduced in black. For one-third of the
SSf the fifth stimulus was the bat training stimulus, for another one-
third it was Moylan's Card V, and for the remaining one-third it was
Card V of the Rorschaoh, In order to insure greater uniformity of the
conditions and duration of presentation, and of the up-down, left-right
position of each inkblot, E placed each card on the wooden stand from
the top and removed it immediately after the first response. Removal
of the card immediately after the first response controlled for dif-
ferences in numbers of responses to blots preoediDig the test stimuli.
The resoonse measures for these groups trained with "veo" were
frequencies of "veo," "bat," and other responses, and latencies of tliose
responses. The measures for the groups trained with "bat" and for the
11
thr«e group* witioout prior training to tiie bat silhouette were fre-
quencies of "bat" and other response a and latencies of ttiose respona
4
12
Results
StrenKtheninp of '^Bat" and "Vec" Responses to Training; P>timuli
.
The asymptotic strength of the association between the "'bat'* or
"veo" response and the "bat silhouette or Twhite circle stinuli during
the training phase -ms determined individually for each S of each of
the 12 groups. Shovm in the first t-m colums of Table 2 are means
and standard deviations of numbers of trials required by "s in each
group to reaoh the defined as^naptote of five successive latencies all
within a reuige of 0.50 sec*, with a difference between the first and
last of thoca latencies of no jcore than 0.25 sec*
Table 3 aurtimarizes the analysis of variance for difforenees among
means of trials to asyniptotio levels* Hone of the Fs reached the .05
level of 8i^:piifioa.aoei therefore, tlic 12 groups were considered homo-
geneous with respect to trials to asymptotic levels*
Table 2 also shows aeans and standard deviations of response speeds
(reciprocals of the latencies) for each group for each of the five a^rap-
totio trials separately and avuraged over these trials* Table 4 shows
the analysis of variance for differeno«s among means of response speeds
during the fire asymptotic trials* The only significant F indicated
that the mean speed of 2.69 for the "bat" response was greater than
the mean speed of 2*54 for the "vee" response.
Test for (Generalisation of the '^^ec'^ end "Bat" Response *
Frequenoy of "bat" responses * Generalisation of the "bat" or
"veo" response to tho test sticaili was measured by frequenoy of the
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Table S
Analygia of Variance of tht Number of Trial
to Asymptote in the Training Faa«e
Source Trials to Asymptote
df F
(a) Training 1 74.66 74. 6G .76
Stim.
(b) Training I 166.05 186.05 1.89
Reap,
(C) Teat Stiia* a 136.74 68.37 .70
AxB % 152.15 152.15 1.55
AxC s 216,72 106.36 1.10
Bsc t 59.34 29.67 .30
AxBxC 2 75.47 37.74 .36
Error 168 16485,20 98.13
Total 179 17386.33
Table 4
Analysis of Variance of Speeds of Response over the
Asyiaptotic Trials la the Irainiiig Puase
Source over Asymptotic Trials
df m F
Between 179 81.58
(A) Training Stim. 1 •02 AO •UU4
(b) Traininr; Pesp« 1 £•01 5.01 11.65**
(c) Teat Stim.
• JLO •07 •016
AxB 1 •49 •49 1.14
AxC 2 1.36 •68 1.68
2 ?.S9 1.20 2.79
AxBxC 2 .01 •005 •Oil
Error (between) 168 72.17 •43
IWthin £8 720 9.91
(D) A'sjnnptotio Tr* 4 •03 •007 •60
AxD 4 .04 .01 .71
3xD 4 •04 •01 .71
CxD 3 •22 .027 1.93
AxBxD 4
.
^07 •018 1.28
AxCxD 8 •12 •015 1^07
BxCxD 8 •U .015 1.07
AacBacCxD 8 •09 •01 .71
Error (within) 672 9^19 •014
Total 899 91 ^49
Significant at the .01 level
If
ooourrenoes of these responses to the test stimuli and by speed of
these and other overt responses to the test stimuli, However, no S
Tdho had learned "veo** as a response, either to the bat silhouette or to
the white oircle, responded to any of the three test sticail? with
"veo," Table 5 shows both frequencies of responses of "bat" and all
responses other than "bat** but not including 'Sreo,'* for each of the 12
oorabinations of training stlinuli, training responses, and generalisa-
tion stiimili. Illustrative of bhe responses other than '•bat" whioh
ooourred are responses of "bird," "bwtterfly," and "moth" (see Appendix),
Differences among these frequencies were tested by the Sutoliffe—
procedure and are shown in Table 6,
Of the 120 ^9 tre.ined with the bat silhouette, 60 responded to
the test stimuli by sayinp "bat" and 60 made some other response. Of
the 60 trained with the white oircle, 45 responded with "bat" and 17
2
Toade sorae other response. The I for Training Stimuli was significant
at the .01 lev^l, thus indicating that Sb trained with the bat sil-
houette T*re lsJS3 likely to respond to -che test stiiaili with "bat"
than Sa trained with the white circle, Miether the bat silhouette or
liie i^ite ciro?« ^s the trairtiag stitculus, essentially tlie same pro-
portion of responses of "bat" ooourred with the bat silhouette as the
generalisation stinBilua, Training with the bat silhouette led to pro-
portionately fewer "bet" responses to f.foylan» s Card V and to Card V of
the Korsohaoh than did training with the white circle. Thus, this
2
difference in proportion was tho basis for the significant X for Trains
ing Stinalus. However, the interaction of Training Stinuli and C-en-
eralisation ^"timuli was not significant.
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Table 6
Sujnw.ry of "^utcliffe—A^ for i'Yequency of
"Bftt" RegpoiiseR In the Tett Tor
Generali£a tion
*?ouro«
(A) Training Stim, 7.67** 1
(B) Training Pesp. .20 1
(C) Generalization 3tim» 44.17** 2
AxB .42 1
AxC 2.35 2
BxC .15 2
AxBxC 3.24 2
Significant at tho .01 lev«l
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e
re-
The
.ignifioant 7? for Generalization Stiinuli Indicated that pre
portionately :.ore reeponaoe of ^re made to the bat ailhouett,
than to MoylanVs Card ^ or to Card Y of the Rorschach. None of the
raainins r^n significant, thus indicating that neither training re-
.ponses nor th.e interactions of the thi^-e variable, had sisnifioant ef-
feet, on frequencies of occurrence of «bat» or other responses.
j
gesponse speed
.
Thethe- £s responded to sener.lization stimuli with
"bat" or some other name, the latency of the response ^ich occurred on
each stimlus presentation wa« recorded e^d converted to response speed.
Means and stand^ird deviation, of response speeds to each of the three
generalization atiiauli for each of the four combinations of training
•timli and training responses are pr'^sented in Table 7.
Differences amrng these neana were tast^^d by «ie analysis of var*
ianoe auricarlzed in Table 3. Oiily two Fs were significant. The F for
Generalization Stiiauli indicated that the mean speed of 2.04 for re-
sponses to the Vat silhouette ^.-as greater than the mean speeds of 0.72
and 0,S7 for responses to Moylan»s Card V and Card V of the Rorschach,
respectively.
The significant £ for the interaction of Training Stimuli, Train-
ing Pesponse, and General itation Stimuli reflected two features of the
relationships among the 12 means. The first feature was variations
among the four combinations of training stinuli and training responses
in differences between decrements in speeds of responses to the bat
silhouette and to Moylan»s Card V. Diminishing differences occurred
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nlable 8
Analysia of Variance of Speeda of Resporxse
to Generalization Stimuli More
i>pc .r- i'ospoase to Cereralization
S®^**®®
^tirault Alone
df SS lis F
(a) Ti-aming Stim. 1
(B) Training Heap. I
(C) (?eaeraliza\;ion. Stim, 2
AxB 1
kxZ 2
33cC S
/oci:xC 2
Error 165
Total 174
7»01 7.01 3.40
.22 .22 .11
53,30 ?9.3{) 14.39*
K
2.10 2.10 1.01
1.73 .87 •42
3 #74 4.37 2.12
24.21 12,11 5.87**
336.37 2.06
453.GP.
* Signifioant at the .01 level
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for the training with "vec" as a responte to the white circle, for
traininfcj with ""bat" as a response to the bat silhouette, for training
with ''bat" aa a response to the white circle, and for training with
**V0o" at a response to the bat silhouette. The second feature was that
0p«ed of response to Card V of the Rorschach was greater ttian speed of
response to Moylan»8 Card V for two of tne*o four conditions, less for a
third condition, and the same for a fourth condition.
Table 7 also shows speeds of responses to each of the four Ror*
fohaoh stimuli whioh, for each of tlie 12 combinations of conditions,
preceded the generalization stimali* Tliese mean speeds reflect latencies
from approximately .40 sec* to 4 sec* Such latencies are lower than
those normally reported from Forschach protocols, and probably reflect
severol conditions in this experiswnt wnioh differed from oonrentional
Rorschach administration. These included instructions to respond rapidly,
experience in responding rapidly to the prior Rorschach stimuli, and the
greater precision and reliability of the latency measures used here.
The first four stiawli and the three generalisation stimuli com-
bined was included as a variable in tiie analysis of variance summarized
in Table 9^ Tae aignii'icant F for this variable indicated that the
«MM>
mean speeds of responses to the four prior stimuli of .67, .75, .50,
and .4b, respectively, were significantly less than the mean speed of
1.25 for the ttiree generalization stimuli combined. The increase in
response speeds to the bat silhouette as a generalization stimulus
relative to speeds of responses to the first four stinwli was greater
23
Table 9
Analysis of Variance of Speeds of Response over all
Five Stimuli Presented in the Test Hi&se
Speeds of Response to all Five Stimuli
Souree Presented in the Test Phase
TP
r
Between Ss 174 412.02
(A) Training Stim, X 6.95 5.95 2.65
(e) Training Resp. I •47 .47 .21
(C) Generalization Stlm, t 6.92 3.46 1.54
AxB I 1^6S 1.63 .72
AxC t •U .18 •06
BxC s 7.79 3.90 1.74
AxBxC t 24.36 12.18 5 •43**
Error (betiieen) 163 364.55 2.24
Ittthin 647 784.28
(D) Test Phase Stlm, 4 72.79 13.20 17.66**
AxD 4 5.44 1^36 1.52
BxD 4 .77 • 19 •18
CxD • 59.55 7.41 7.19**
AxBxD 4 3.80 .95 • 92
AxCxD i 4.66 •58 •56
BxCxD « 4.96 •62 • 60
AxBscCxD 8 13.61 1^70 1.65
Error (tdthin) 599 618.90 1.03
Total 821 1196.30
** Significant at the .01 level
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than for £toylan» a Card V or for Card V of the Rorsohaoh relative to
the fir«t four atiaiuli. This difference in increaents oocasioned the
aignifloant interaction of response speeds to the first four stimuli
and generalization stinaali.
The interaction of Training ??tijnuli. Training Responses, and Gen-
eralisation Stimuli was due, in part, to the same relationships among
means which gave rise to the interaction among these three variables
for just the presentation of the generalization stimuli. Because the
speeds of responses to th« first four stinaili wre included in these
means, some further apparent differences in the relationships among the
means occurred iihioh seemed random in nature*
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Dl sous (ion
The present study ims oonoerned with the role of oonteort or con-
textual stimuli in the genera lieation of responses fJ-ora training stim-
uli to projective test stimuli, speoifioally, stimuli from or like ttxose
of the Rorsohaohi series. Responses of "bat" or "vec" to a bat silhou-
ette were strengthened to asyn^totic levels in one context and that
stimulus and two similar stimuli were presented in another context to
test for generalization of those responses. The different contexts
involved differences in appearances of the rooms, in instructions, in
th« nature of the stimulation immediately prior to presentation of the
•r^^auli to test for generalieation, and in charaotori sties of the ap-
parent Es*
The asymptotic speed with the "bat" response was slightly but sig-
nificantly higher than that for the "veo" response, vyhether these re-
sponses were to the bat silhouette or to the white oiircle, however,
made no difference in asymptotic response speeds nor were there any
differences in asymptotic speeds among groups subsequently tested with
the bat silhouette or with the two similar stimuli, Moylan*s Card V or
Card V of the Rorschach.
Moylan kept the context of training and the context of the test
for generalisation as similar as possible, llifith equivalent contexts,
there was essentially complete general! eation of the "jex" response
from training to test stimuli as measured ly frequency and speed of the
response
.
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With th8 highly dissimilar contexts of the present study there
waa no generalization of the Veo" response from training to test
stimuli* In the new test context, the "veo" response failed to occur,
even to the "bat" silhouette, idiioh had been the training stimulus.
BJtoreover, response speeds provided no evidence of generalisation as
indicated either by faster or by slower speeds than the speeds for
white circle controls with either "bat" or "veo" training responses.
There was also no evidence of generalization when frequencies of
"bat" response and response speeds of groups trained to jre spend to the
bat silhouette with th» "bat** response were compared with frequencies
and speeds for groups trained to respond to the iriiite circle with the
••bat" response. Thus, with the change of contexts, even further
strengthening of the strongest initial response to the bat silhouette
was not sufficient to produce generalization either with the training
stimulus as a generalization stimulus or with two stimuli similar to
the training stimulus as generalization stimuli.
The failure to obtain generalization to test stimuli of either the
"veo" or the "bat" response provides indirect support of Hull's hypoth-
esis of generalization based on context or, as he preferred, on inci-
dental or statio stimuli. This failure to obtain generalization also
provides indirect support of itoylan»s suggestion that the falling grad-
ients he obtained on the second and third test trials were due, most
immediately, to changes in contextual stimuli which. In turn, were func-
tions of the similarity of training and test stimuli and of the strength
of associations between the "jex" response and the training stimuli.
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The only indloatlon of «y trw.for from training to tort ,ltu«.
tlon. TO, an apparent reduction in the frequency of
-bat- re.pon.e, to
•feyUn.
,
Card V and Card V of the Ror.ohaoh oooaeloned ^ prior training
with th. bat .Uhouette. The ba.l, for thl. po.alMe effect 1. not
mrm gonorally, th« findingi of this study, in conjunotion irith
those of Moylan, ^wsgest that the fUt gradient, of generalisation ob-
talned on the first teat trials of many atudie. of primary stimulu.
generalisation (UuH, 1950, Modnick and Freedman, I960} Lioylan, 1957)
are largely independent of variations in the ainilarity of training
and test stimuli. Instead, these gradients are flat because the major
stimulus components to irtiioh the responses are conditioned, the eon^
textual stimili, are essentially the same in both training and teat
situations*
A further implioation, when dealing with changes of contextual
stiiaili, ia that gradients of genereliaation baaed largely or entirely
on similarities between training and test stimuli n»y not be obtained
by training and test procedures which, heretofore, have been conven-
tional for studies of primary stiraulua generalisation. The apparent
requirement is strengthening of a training response to a training
stimulus in varied contexts so that the training stiinalus is the only
ooinmon element through all suooeaaive acquisition trials for that
stimulus-response relationship. Both external and internal components
of contextual stimuli ^ould be varied* Generalization of the training
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response to the training; stimulus and to increasingly dissimilar general-
ization atimli should then be tested both in repetitions of the various
training oonterts and in new contexts*
The present findings, like those of Ibylan's, cannot be regarded
as positlre demonstrations of the hypotoesized role of stimulus gen-
eralisation in projective test behavior, either in general or with
Rorschach stisuli* Nor can they be regarded as inconsistent with the
Goes and Brownell hypothesis. Any critical test of that hypothesis,
it would teem, should involve training in wiiioh responses to the bat
silhouette or other training stiimili are strengthened in varied con-
texts. Such training is, of course, more similar to extra-laboratory
experiences in which f=5s typically learn a coEmon label for all members
of particular classes of stiinali, such as silhouettes of bats, regard-
less of the context in li^ich those stiiaili occur*
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This experiment too concerned with the role of oontext or contextual
«ti»MXl in the generalisation of regponees froia training atlinali to pro-
jective test stiiuuli, epeoifioally, Rorschach and Horschach^like stiafc-
uli. There were two phases to the experiment, a training phase and a
test phase, and the switch frora one phase to the other involved gross
changes in internal and external contextual stimuli, V^hether or not
responses learned in the training phase would generalize to the trains
ing stimulus and to similar stimuli in the test phase under such condi-
tions was investigated in an attempt to throw further light on £^ylan» s
previous study, in liiich generalisation fron training to test stimuli,
without contextual change, was found to be almost perfect.
The Ss were 180 undergraduates primarily from the introductory
psychology course at the University of SSassachu setts. The training
stimuli were a bat silhouette for experimental Ss, and a 'white circle
for control S^s» The generalization stimuli were the bat silhouette,
Mbylan's solid black version of Card V, and Card V of the Rorschach.
The latter two stimuli were on a previously established continuum of
decreasing similarity'' to the bat silhouette. The training phase
stimuli were presented taohlstoscopically until each reached asymp»
totio response latency. In the test phase the four prior stimuli and
then one of the three generaliaation stiimili were presented one at a
time in a modification of the standard Rorschach procedure. Both the
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\\particular responMt \mAe to th«ie atinuili and response latencies were
recorded^ These latencies irore then transformed to response speeds.
There was no evidence of generalization of the responses learned
in training. '*Veo*' did not occur as a response to any of the three
generalization stimuli and there was no evidence of generalization of
the "bat** response. Although mean speeds of responses given to Moylan»s
Card V and to Card V of the Rorschach were below those to the bat siL.
houette, they were not significantly different from inean speeds of
response to the four prior stimuli of the test phase. Also, the mean
response speed of Sm trained with the bat silhouette did not differ
significantly from that of the controls.
These findings in conjunction with MoyIon's suggest that general-
isation of leajmed responses is heavily dependent upon contextual stim-
uli and that the flat gradients often obtained on the first test trials
of many studies of primary stimulus generalization are largely independent
of similarity of training and test stimuli. Instead, the gradients are
due to essential similarities of the contextual stimuli of training and
test situations. Itoreover since no generalization is likely with gross
contextual changes, the strengthening of responses to training stimuli
should apparently be carried out in varied contexts so that only the
training stimulus itself is common over successive acquisition trials.
Generalization should then be tested both in repetitions of training
contexts and in new contexts.
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Althoug?! the present findings did not demonstrate the role of
stimulus generalieation in projective tost beharior, they are not
necessarily inconsistent with the Ooat and Brownell hypothesis. A
critical test of this hypothesis should involve training in varied con-
texts which, in turn, would be more similar to most extra-laboratory
learning experiences*
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Appendix A
Instruotioxif to G»
Training Fhaae^^Experliaental Sa
Hello, please vralk over to the chair in front of the blaok box
and 8it dowa» (five second pause) This is a study in verbal reaction
time. Please press your face as closely as possible to the hole in the
blaok box and stay alert. When the experiment begins, a light will
flash on inside of the box illuminating the figure of a bat with out-
spread Winers. As soon as you see the bat I would like you to say
••Bat" (*Veo") in a normal voice as rapidly as you can. ?^en you re-
spond the light will go off and that will be one trial, fho light
will flash on at different intervals so remain alert but donH try to
guees when the light will corae on. We will repeat the process for a
ntimber of trials and then the experiment will be over.
The experiment is about to begin j please pay attention and remenv
ber to say '•Bat" (•^eo") as rapidly as you can each time you see the
bat. When you hear the bueser the experiment will be over and you may
leave. Thank you.
Training Phase—Control Ss
Hello, please walk over to tiie chair in front of the black box
and sit down, (five second pause) This is a study in verbal reaction
time. Please press your face as closely as possible to the hole in
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the blftok box aud stay alert, .I'iion the experiment begins, a light
will flash on inside of the box illuminating a lAiite circle. As soon
as you see the oirole I ^ould like you to say "Bat" Cnreo") in a nor-
mal voice as rapidly as you car.. When you respond, the light will go
off and that will le one trial. The light t^ill flash on at different
guess nfhen the light vill
come oa# Vie will repeat the process for a number of trials and then
the experiment will bo over.
The experiment is about to beglni please pay attention and remenb-
ber to say •*Bat*' (^eo**) as rapidly as you can each time you tee the
Miit«i circle. IVhen you hear the tester the experiment will be over and
you may leave. Tlmnk you.
Teet Phase—All 5t
*^
Please sit down and make yourself comfortable, (pause) I'm doing
some research on some inkblots tliat are similar to the Rorschach ink-
blots but not identical to them. Tlie Rorschach Test is used widely by
clinical psychologists for purposes of personality assessment. It con-
sists of a series of inkblots which remind people of different things
w4ien they look at them. I'm interested in some of the responses iJiat
college students might give to the blots I have here.
I have five cards "wriiich I will present to you one at a time by lay-
ing them on the stand in front of you. I would like you to merely say
the first thing that the blot reminds you of as soon as it comes into
35
your heod. Ploase ,»ivo me ^uat one response per card. After you have
responded T will replace the oard with another. Any questions?
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Appendix B
Response Speeds on Asymptotic
Bat ^ "Bat^ > Ikt silhouette*
i 2 9 4
1 3 -OK
8IP 2 ^79 2 -7*^
s 2 m 62 c «o c 9 CO
4 2.7R ? 7f^c • r o *> ctfiC* •CO
8 3*13 3-10 w • xO
i 2*56
• Qx
fV 2.64 ? 7ft 0 7c;
t 2 .65 3*02 n£> • f C P 79
9V
10 2.54 2.54 2.63 2.71
11 2.65 2.70 2.94 2.70
12 2.61 2.87 2.72 2.85
13 2.54 2.52 2.52 2.50
14 2.26 2.25 2.15 2.27
15 2.23 2.23 2.32 2.47
16 2.75 2,87 2.65 2.56
17 2.83 2.96 2.73 2.72
18 2.86 2.86 2.82 3.10
19 2.58 2.64 2.75 2.99
20 2.67 2.69 2.92 2,56
Bat - "Bat" . HoyIan* s Card V
Trials Response Speeds to
Generalization Stimulus
and Qualitative Response
i 1
2.98 •92 bat
2.75
.94 bat
2.64 1.01 bat
2.59 1.26 bat
3.34
.52 bat
2.47 6.99 bat
2.76 1.51 bat
2.71 8.13 bat
2.19 2.07 bat
2.45
.14 bat
2.74 2.29 bat
2.73 4.65 bat
2.50 4.74 bat
2.18 1.03 bat
2.31 •26 butterfly
2.89 4.76 bat
3.01
.68 bat
2.99 2.88 bat
2.62 .86 bat
2.76 .10 head
S 1 2 i 4 6 1
X 2.18 2.27 2T28 2.99 2.99 .78 butterfly
f 2.56 2.77 2.69 2.47 2.66 .22 butterfly
i 2.60 2.54 2.75 2.57 2.67 .48 moth
4 3.08 3.30 3.12 2.96 3.23 .59 butterfly
S 2.77 2.61 2.71 2.47 2.64 •09 butterfly
6 3.06 3.28 2.99 3.03 2.84 .59 bat
t 2.87 2.82 2.92 3.04 2.79 1.64 bird
t 2.85 2.71 2.95 2.75 3.00 1.02 bat
• 2.44 2.46 2.71 2.55 2.51 •23 butterfly
10 2.65 2.67 2.49 2.42 2.74 .07 butterfly
11 3.14 3.12 3.01 3.27 2.99 .23 bird
12 2.55 2.29 2.54 2.35 2,53 .10 bird
13 2.60 2.61 2.66 2.65 2.77 1.19 bat
14 2.23 2.27 2.07 2.31 2.27 •49 insect
15 2.96 2.85 3.00 3.23 3.03 •30 moth
16 2.40 2.24 2.14 2.38 2.33 .86 butterfly
17 3.34 2.81 3.16 2.86 3.07 2.26 bat
18 2.65 2.91 2.79 2.69 2.52 .17 moth
19 2.89 2.65 2.54 2.82 3.01 • 14 insect
20 2.90 3.21 2.98 2.72 2.87 .23 bird
* Groups are Identified in terms of Training Stinailus, Training Response, and
Generalization Stimulus*
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Response Speeds on Asymptotio Training Trials Response Speeds to
Generalization Stimulus
and Qualitative Response
Bat - "Bat" - Card V of Rorschach
s 1 1 3 4 tm£ 1
X 2 #50 ft*^/> r\2^69 2.55 2.52 butterfly
2 ^ ^ ii2 2*28 2.26 2.38 2.34 .50 butterfly
o 2*92 2«87 2^62 2.86 2.95 •32 lion
4 2»65 2.54 2*56 2.81 2.56 .68 bird
c0 2«60 2 •62 2 .62 2^84 2.65 .23 bat
6 2 •29 2«o3 2«43 2.30 2.31 .12 donkey
7 3*05 3^14 3.16 mm m mm3.13 3.16 .84 bat
8 2 •48 2«56 2«61 2 •SB 2^43 .13 bat
9 2«99 0% Oft2*82 2.75 2^71 2.73 .59 butterfly
10 2*81 3.02 2.77 2.73 2.97 •26 butterfly
11 2,96 2.91 2.94 2.64 3.10 2.57 bat
12 2.75 2.59 2.60 2.76 2.80 .58 bat
IS 3.13 2.86 2.90 2.86 3.05 • 34 bat
14 2.17 2.08 2.15 1.99 2.18 .07 butterfly
15 2.92 2.75 2.74 2,91 2.94 •32 butterfly
16 3.21 3.12 3.56 3.40 3.32 • 14 moth
17 2.91 3.00 3.03 3.02 3.13 .48 butterfly
18 2.74 2.73 2.54 2.42 2.59 •08 butterfly
19 2.46 2.36 2.33 2.23 2«44 •03 bat
20 2.42 2.45 2.40 2.26 2^49 2.93 bat
Bat - "Vec** - Bet Silhouette
S 1^ 2 S 4 5 £
T 2.48 2.71 2749 2.55 2a06 • 62 bat;
t 2.61 2.bO 2.00 3.00 2^77 V A AS«44 bat
8 2.71 2.61 2.74 2.73 2«85 •46 bat
4 2.96 2.68 2.92 2.68 2*98 • 54 oat
0 2.33 2.27 2.23 2.34 2^36 l964 oai;
$ 3.09 2.07 2.93 S .22 3»17 'kA4o
7 2 •SO 2 943 2.24 2.27 •%o
8 1.95 1*96 1.96 1.95 i»98 • f 6 Daw
9 3.16 3.12 3.23 3.15 3»30 Qa u
10 2.96 2.79 S.09 u •^l o«00 ^ Oft i>au
11 2.20 2.19 2.21 2.36 * •w bat
12 2.48 2.48 2.64 2.57 2.48 •47 bat
IS 2.16 2.36 2.26 2.35 2.14 •40 bat
14 3.19 3.12 3.60 3.62 3.39 • 17 oat
15 2.48 2.67 2.66 2.65 2.64 1^07 bat
16 2.76 2.67 2.70 2.70 2.B2 • 69 airplane
17 2.38 2.48 2.67 2.40 2.39 •31 bat
18 2.54 2,61 2.54 2.77 2.72 1^39 bat
19 2.96 2.79 2.60 2.62 2.76 2.65 bat
20 2.26 2.30 2.52 2.40 2.44 5.43 bat
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R»tpon«« Fptf^t on Atyi^totlo Training
Bftt • •Too" » 'vioylftn* • Card V
i 2mm i 4 8
T 2.23 27lO 2728 2726
s 2*40 2.69 2.43 2.57 2.51
s 2*82 2.66 2.70 2.90 2.60
4 2.23 2.28 2.11 2*16 2.13
8 2.53 2.56 2.67 2.46 2.49
6 S sCd 2.36 2.41 2.54 2,30
7 2.21 2.04 2.20 2.30 2.23
S 2.25 2.36 2.42 2.20 2.24
d 2.08 2.11 2.07 2.11 2.16
10 2*54 2.S3 2.33 2.3€ 2. SI
11 2.35 2.27 2.42 2.30 2.23
dull 2.43 2.3$
13 2.35 2.17
14 2 #18 2#2C 2.1^1 2.n
C AMU 2 #53 2.35
16 2 .95 S.13 3.07
17 2.28 2.54
18 c X 2.93 2.77
19 2*17 2.49 2.42
20 2.62 2.6? 2.79
\jai%i V T-'ornchaoh
n 1 2 3 4 8
T Oft 27^7 2f77e
s 2.13 2.»0 2.1? 2*16
2.53 2.43 2.30 2,47 2,45
4 8.71 2.7S 3.79 2.84 2.82
6 2.75 3.00 2.84 2.82 2.92
6 2 .So 2 .28 2^26 2 •23
7 2.54 z.n 2.82 2.66 2.59
8 1.80 1.60 1.69 1.72 1.76
8 2.84 2.98 2.68 2.70 2.68
10 2.72 2.88 2.49 2.55 2.64
11 2.68 2.es 2.71 2.5G 2.S3
12 2.84 2.93 2.68 2.82 2.72
13 2.70 2.59 2.67 2.95 2.66
14 2.30 2.26 2.39 2.17 2 #24
n 2.64 2.70 2.39 2.5e 2.57
16 2«8S 2.48 2.43 2.63 2.62
17 2.06 2.18 2.11 2.01 2.11
18 2.23 2.20 2.06 3.25 2.36
19 2.46 2.44 2.49 2.38 2.53
20 2.S6 2.67 2.81 2.78 3.00
Trlali Kasponite 5;{Mi«d« to
Ottnaralisatlon '^tiiailu*
and Qualltfttivo Reipoaio
1
..mm iilOM
•23 bird
•3U oat
•21 mirror Imt:;©
.82 bat
bat
— notJiing
•22$ butterfly
2.11 moth
1.09
.64 bird
.17 butterfly
•84 bat
•18 plier
•SS bird
.70 bat
.99 bat
.72 in!««>ct
.70 bat
•48 butterfly
1
#wO uttvTfUrX xjr
x#26
•00 uu vx©ri xy
AQ uu wx#rz ly
• xu
""ft
•21 laab
.65 iMtterfly
•63 Uittarfly
.02 nothing
•S9 bat
1.49 bat
2.21 buttarfly
•21 bag
8.00 bat
1.50 butterfly
1.12 buttarfly
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Reaponse Speeds on Asymptotic Training Trials Response Speeds to
Generalisation stimulus
and Oualitative Response
y^hite Circle - "Bat" - Bat Silhouette
8 1 2 8 4 6 1
X 2«99 2.83 3.13 3V13 2794 l745 bat
f 2,88 2.96 2.72 2.99 6.58 bat
\
2*43 2.24 2.41 2.23 2.35 .38 owl
2.74 2.72 2.70 3.73 2.81 .52 bat
2,04 2.23 2.04 2.15 2.11 .39 bat
6 2.SG 2.36 2.34 2,49 2.38 1.19 bat
7 2.84 2.67 2.67 2.89 2.66 1.05 bat
8 2.65 2.65 2.74 2.65 2.51 1.78 bat
9 2.27 2.36 2.20 2.44 2.23 2.54 bat
10 2.39 2.54 2.65 2.43 2.36 •85 bat
"Whitp Ciroie - »Veo^ - Bat Silhouette
1 2 Z 4 5 1
1 0 AO 2T5S 2743 oat
z 2«63 2 •46 2*49 2.S6 2.53 .57 bat
ft 2.42 2.04 • uo
4 2.61 2.58 2.90 2.71 2.65 .76 bat
6 2.64 2.58 2.75 2.49 2.55 6.94 bat
6 2.35 2.46 2.39 2*23 Z,Zfi 1,71 bat
7 2.50 2.64 2.b4 2.80 2.61 9.17 bat
8 2,98 3.13 3.14 2.85 6.62 bat
9 2.85 2.65 2.75 2.65 2.78 1*03 bat
10 2.93 2.79 2.62 2.65 2.76 5.03 . bat
Vhlte Circle • "Bat" - Jfeylan* s Card V
S 1 8 3 4 5 1
T 2T5O 2T50 2.53 2771 2751 744 butterfly
2 2 .46 2.36 2.31 2.41 2.40 • 12 bat
8 2.94 2.89 2.78 2.64 2.94 .94 bat
4 2.35 2.46 2.35 2.68 2.58 .09 fly
5 2.48 2.53 2.51 2.54 2.40 • 38 bat
6 3.28 2.83 3.22 2.82 3.25 1,01 bat
7 3.29 2.90 2.92 2.87 2.68 1^48 bat
8 3.47 3.07 3.36 3.38 3.27 1.88 butterfly
9 3.64 3.25 3.16 3.44 3.51 8.95 bat
10 2.48 2.44 2.56 2.61 2.42 •85 butterfly
40
uiroio «• Moylan' a Card V
8 1 i • 4 5 1
T 2T65 2*64 2.54 1 Q
• Xo
t 3.21 3.30 3*09 3*09 ,70
2.42 2.54 2.54 2.60 2*41
,6 f
2.20 2.06 2,17 1,98 2,09 •94
» 2.S5 2.67 2,36 2,58 2.48 ,25
• 2.65 2.43 2,67 2,43 2,C9 ,06
2.53 2.52 2,62 2,53 2, .42 OX
9 2.27 2,06 2,06 2,07 2.16 •80
9 2.77 2.46 2,80 2,62 2.61
10 3.16 3.50 3,25 3,23 3.19 •09
TWiite Cirole - "Bat" - Card V of Koraohaoh
4 1 2 8 4 5 1
t 2788 2.68 2787 2,61 2780 •40
2.51 2.49 2,33 2,57 2.63 2.91
2.75 2.95 2,59 2,94 2,80 1.61
2.58 2.64 2,92 2.24 2.65 .39
3.08 2,91 2.92 2,80 3.14 ,03
2.36 2.24 2,23 2.48 2,39 1,45
2.56 2.82 2,56 2.67 2,69 ,16
9 2.67 2.69 2,55 2.76 2,72 ,32
9 2.00 2,16 2,02 1.99 1,98 ,32
10 2.63 2,90 2,99 2,81 2,92 ,26
TOilte Circle • "Veo" - Card V of Korsohaoh
g 1 2 s 4 6 1
f 2Tl5 2*ni 2704 2706 2715 •F2
2.60 2,57 2,82 2,69 2,61 ,68
2.39 2,48 2,39 2,31 2,42 ,54
3.06 2,81 2,68 2,83 2,99 7,63
2.50 2,56 2,54 2,78 2,49 .44
2.68 2,73 2,80 2,75 2,80 .10
2.34 2,38 2,22 2,20 2,31 .85
2.29 2,40 2.35 2,33 2,36 .84
9 2.81 2,62 2,55 2,80 2,79 1.46
10 2.77 3,12 2.92 2,92 .34
people
bat
bat
butterfly
bat
duck
bat
butterfly
bat
objeot
wings
bat
butterfly
butterfly
animal
bat
wing
bat
bat
bat
bat
bat
bat
bat
bat
bird
bat
bat
bat
butterfly
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